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acrobat An athlete who performs acts requiring skill and agility and coordination.

aesthetic Aesthetically pleasing.
The illustrations made the book an aesthetic success.

album
A collection of recordings issued as a single item on CD, record, or
another medium.
The wedding pictures had pride of place in the family album.

art The products of human creativity works of art collectively.
He said that architecture is the art of wasting space beautifully.

artist A person whose creative work shows sensitivity and imagination.
Rip off artists.

ballet

An artistic dance form performed to music using precise and highly
formalized set steps and gestures Classical ballet which originated in
Renaissance Italy and established its present form during the 19th
century is characterized by light graceful movements and the use of
pointe shoes with reinforced toes.
The Bolshoi Ballet.

ballroom
Ballroom dancing.
The number of people learning ballroom has doubled in the last two
years.

choreograph
Compose the sequence of steps and moves for (a ballet or other
performance of dance.
The ballet was choreographed by Diaghilev.

choreographer
A person who composes the sequence of steps and moves for a
performance of dance.
A professional choreographer.

choreography
The sequence of steps and movements in dance or figure skating,
especially in a ballet or other staged dance.
As well as dancing she did a great deal of choreography.
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circus A genus of haws comprising the harriers.
The children always love to go to the circus.

classical Of recognized authority or excellence.
Classical mythology.

creative A person whose job involves creative work.
A creative team of designers.

dance
Move in a pattern usually to musical accompaniment do or perform a
dance.
Everyone was taking part in the dance.

dancer
A person who participates in a social gathering arranged for dancing (as a
ball.
She thought he would become a ballet dancer.

dancing The activity of dancing for pleasure or in order to entertain others.
There will be folk music singing and dancing.

disco Dance to disco music.
On Friday evenings he often attended a disco with school friends.

esthetic Aesthetically pleasing.
The illustrations made the book an aesthetic success.

eurhythmics The interpretation in harmonious bodily movements of the rhythm of
musical compositions; used to teach musical understanding.

gymnast A person trained or skilled in gymnastics.
kachina A small carved figure representing a kachina.
mazurka Music composed for dancing the mazurka.
morris United States suffragist in Wyoming (1814-1902.

music
Music the sounds produced by singers or musical instruments or
reproductions of such sounds.
Tony learned to read music.

opera Operas as a genre of classical music.
It was the best performance of the opera he had ever heard.

photography The occupation of taking and printing photographs or making movies.

pirouette Perform a pirouette.
She pirouetted and made a bow.

quadrille Music for dancing the quadrille.
A 32 horse quadrille.

singer
United States writer (born in Poland) of Yiddish stories and novels
(1904-1991.
A pop singer.
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trapeze A swing used by circus acrobats.


